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SNPWA/ CHQ/Director CGHS/1/2023     Dated 16th, March, 2023. 

 

To 

 

Ms Anjana Rajumar, 

Director/ CGHS, 545A,Nirman Bhawan, ND 

 

Sub: Inordinate and unexplained delay in finalization of rates for life saving drug CAPD 

FLUID used for Dialysis going to prove lethal. Entire consequences of loss of human life 

will be on the concerned CGHS authorities. Case of Jammu, BAXTER Company 

 

Respected Madam, 

 

You are fully aware that CAPD is a life saving drug used for dialysis. In Jammu the Company 

BAXTER which used to supply the fluid to CGHS has stopped supplying it for about two months 

due to non finalization of the rates by CGHS HQs. 

 

Old and ailing CGHS beneficiries, running from pillar to post, are forced to purchase this life 

saving drug from the market since it is a life saving drug and its administration cannot be 

delayed even for a single day. 

 

The concerned Company  BAXTER at Jammu has send the proposal to CGHS HQs for 

finalization of rates quite some time before but as usual because of prevailing bureaucratic and 

casual attitude of the concerned officers in CGHS HQs the necessary approval from CGHS HQs 

is yet to come for reasons best known to the concerned authorities.  This casual attitude of 

CGHS authorities in dealing with such a critical issue matter more than adequately 

establishes the callousness and inhuman approach of the concerned authorities. 

 

Finally, it will be entire responsibility of CGHS in case any mishap takes place because of 

non availability of CAPD fluid and it shall have to bear the grave consequencesof loss of 

human life. 

 

In view of these crucial facts you are requested to direct the concerned authorities to accord 

approval to the concerned Company for supply of CAPD fluid on top most priority for very 

obvious reasons. 
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Believe that resolution of this crucial issue will attract your kind attention with the utmost 

seriousness and urgency that it deserves. 

 

Kind regards  

 

( G.L.Jogi). 

Copy to: 

1. DGCGHS for kind information and immediate n/ a please 

2. Rep.Sh V.K. Sharma, Additional DDG CGHS HQs for immediate action pl. 

3. Resp. Sh Ashwini Kumar,AD/Chandigarh,for kind information & n/a pl. 

 

 

 


